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Application of Copyright Law to Distance Education

I.

Introduction and Background.

Since the very beginning, the rhetoric of the National Information Infrastructure (NII)
included the concepts of commerce and education as essential and compatible elements
of its grand design.i Providing safe and secure networks for e-commerce was the best
way to encourage private investment in the NII.ii Education also played a key role in
Clinton Administration philosophy in two ways. The NII would provide new
opportunities for education and these increased educational opportunities would in turn
spur-increased public interest in NII.iii Thus the construction of the NII provides
opportunity for both the preservation and growth of private and public sector interests.iv
The first step was to prepare the way for private sector investment in the NII. In terms of
intellectual property rights, this meant identifying areas in need of legislative reform.v If
as one commentator has argued, digital property will become the currency of the 21st
century,vi then copyright owners’ as well as copyright users’ rights must be preserved and
articulated in digital environments. Without the preservation of users’ rights copyright
becomes a mechanism of control instead of access, making society less well off instead
of better.vii
While the incentive and reward component of our copyright law must be promoted it
must not override its underlying rationale, that of societal benefit.viii Recent legislation
has preserved the incentive and reward component of our copyright law. For example, in
passing The Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act,ix the House Committee on the
Judiciary commented that “[e]xtending copyright protection will be an incentive for U.S.
authors to continue using their creativity to produce works, and provide copyright owners
generally with the incentive to restore older works and further disseminate them to the
public.”x An amendment to 17 U.S.C. §108(h) provides a special exemption for libraries
and archives meeting certain conditions and might be interpreted as preserving the
societal benefit or access purpose of the copyright law.xi
In fact, librarians and archivists and educators have long been singled out for their unique
role in providing access to information within the schema of copyright law. According to
the drafters of the White Paper, libraries have immunity from incidents of contributory
infringement.xii Likewise while discussing the Computer Software Rental Amendments
of 1990xiii the House Judiciary Committee reiterated the important role of these
institutions in providing access to information and supported these institution’s right to
loan software: “Such institutions serve a valuable public purpose by making computer
software available to students who would not otherwise have access to it. [footnote
omitted] At the same time, the Committee is aware that the same economic factors that
lead to unauthorized copying in a commercial context may lead library patrons to also
engage in such conduct. Therefore, the bill requires that all copies of software lent by
nonprofit libraries bear a notice warning to the borrowers that unauthorized copying may
violate the copyright laws.”xiv A similar exemption and warning notice is contained in 17
U.S.C. §108 (1998) (library reproduction equipment, i.e., a photocopier).
Congress has demonstrated a consistent attitude towards the preservation of “fair” use
rights and has been receptive to the need to adopt existing laws and concepts to new
technologies and situations. A balance of rights is sought between copyright owners and

users. In fact, the drafters of the White Paper considered and rejected a blanket exception
to the copyright laws for nonprofit institutions.xv In a more recent example, Section 404
of the Digital Millennium Copyright Actxvi contains a provision that now allows
qualifying libraries and archives to make “three copies or phonorecords” of published
works “if the existing format in which the work is stored has become obsolete.” This is a
significant extension of the rights of nonprofit institutions under the copyright law. “This
provision is intended to permit libraries and archives to ensure that copies of works in
their collections continue to be accessible and useful to their patrons. In order to ensure
that the provision does not inadvertently result in the suppression of ongoing commercial
offerings of works in still-usable formats, the amendment explicitly provides that, for
purposes of this subsection, a format will be considered obsolete only if the machine or
device necessary to render perceptible a work stored in that format is no longer
manufactured or reasonably available in a commercial marketplace.”xvii
The foregoing review has established that Congress has attempted to preserve the
incentive and reward component of our copyright laws as new technologies have
developed. Congress has also seen fit to preserve the “fair” rights of libraries and
archives in new technology environments as well. It is time to ensure that users in
educational settings have the same opportunities to benefit from new forms of technology
and information dissemination. Unless educational institutions are secure in their fair use
of copyrighted material the development of distance and remote education programs will
whither instead of grow; thus would a critical component of this Administration’s vision
for the NII remain unfulfilled. It is for these reasons that the panel members gathered here
today are urged to act, within the limits of their authority, to guarantee the rights of
educational users to operate in distance or remote education environments. These rights
should provide copyright users with at least the same freedoms as well as restrictions that
now govern teachers and students in “live” classroom settings, and in light of the growing
importance of distance technologies in education, consider an expansion of those rights.

II.

The Law and Logic of Copyright in Distance or Remote Education Environments.

The history of distance education has seen three major paradigms shifts: correspondence
course (one to one), remote broadcast (one to many) and now web-based instruction
(many to one).xviii While traditional correspondence schools still exist, at present there
may be two distinct scenarios operating side by side when educational institutions
develop modern distance education or remote instructional programs. A given institution
may use both scenarios at the same time in different courses or even at different times in
the same course. The first scenario is one in which instruction is somehow presented live
and then either contemporaneously distributed via network technology (performed or
displayed) and/or stored for later transmission. This scenario most closely resembles and
impacts upon users’ rights as elucidated in 17 U.S.C. §110. It is the “classic” distance
education protocol. Another scenario is rapidly gaining prominence and that is web-based
instruction. Its use in higher education is extensive. In this scenario students are
provided access to copyrighted material vis-à-vis postings on or links from a course web
page. The page is designed by one or more of the following: the instructor, a

departmental resource personnel, or similar person at the institutional level. There may in
addition be a “live” component to the web page itself, but that live component typically
consists of chat or correspondence sessions and does not involve the performance or
display of copyright material in the sense of a traditional broadcast scenario. However,
the material loaded on or linked to the class web site does raise, at the least, copyright
issues of reproduction and display, perhaps a distribution and a derivative work as well.
It is not here argued that the copyright owners’ rights of reproduction, display and
performance do not apply to the Internet, online or web environments, or that owners’
rights should be ignored, indeed those rights do apply and their rights should not be
ignored.xix What is suggested here today is the consideration of mechanisms, guidelines
or statutory amendments to allow for the fair use both in a strict legal sense and in a
general sense of copyrighted material in the scenarios described above. For example,
amendment of 17 U.S.C. §110 could allow for the extension of the performance and
display right to distance or remote transmissions of live or stored instruction in both
traditional broadcast or in web-based instructional settings.
Consider a typical distance education interaction. A class of twenty students. Half of
whom are live, that is, present in front of the teacher during instruction. Five students are
at other locations around the state and receive a remote transmission of the class. The
remaining five students are out of the state or even reside in another country. The content
of the live session is recorded and stored on an institutional web site for later viewing by
those students. In the alternative, all twenty students might be remote and merely review
copyrighted material at their leisure and own pace on the class’s web site, with no live
session of copyrighted material whatsoever. The copyrighted material might include the
use of portions of textbooks and articles, music, video and other images (photographs,
slides, etc.); resources which under existing law and guidelines might properly be
reproduced, performed or displayed in a live classroom setting. Should the distance or
remote students be penalized from receiving what would otherwise be an allowable
display or performance if they were live and in front of the teacher during that display or
performance? Likewise should the twenty web-based students be prohibited from
viewing material simply because the approach chosen to relay course content to them is
through digital technology such as a web site instead of a traditional face-to-face
educational environment? The ability of each student to reproduce copyrighted material
from the course web page may represent a scenario that is less like a performance or a
display than would be a similar performance or display to live students under 17 U.S.C.
§110. However, if access is limited to viewing the material only, without the ability to
copy, then that use is certainly something less than an outright purchase of a textbook or
other instructional material by a student, i.e., where each student obtains a copy of the
protected material for their own use. Does or should location or medium matter in
copyright law? Should it matter in education? The application of copyright law to
distance education unsettled.xx
Congress has exhibited caution with respect to expanding distance or digital rights for
educational institutions. For example, in Section 202 of the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act,xxi

Congress created a special institutional exception for nonprofit institutions of higher
education when a faculty or graduate student is providing a teaching or research function.
However, Congress specifically directed that the limitation of liability does not apply to
the “provision of online access to instructional materials that are or were required or
recommended, within the preceding 3-year period, for a course taught at the institution by
such faculty member or graduate student.” The Committee also indicated that the
“provision of online access” exclusion would include material presented via e-mail.xxii
This general institutional exemption from liability and the online and e-mail exclusion
from the exemption do not mean that the provision of such material by such mechanisms
is or is not an infringement, simply that the institution can not claim a limitation on
liability. It might suggest that Congress is tentative to release the institution from its
responsibility to work within the copyright law and promote compliance by users in the
provisions of its educational materials and instruction.
It appears that the existing copyright law, including the expression of that law in various
so-called “fair use” guidelines operates to prejudice certain forms of instruction. As a
result, certain categories of students receiving those formats are likewise treated
differently merely because the law did not foresee the extent and range of technology that
would be applied in educational settings. The copyright law and its applications
prejudices some students and limits their access to otherwise available copyrighted
material because of the medium or location of their instructional environment.xxiii This
appears to be in direct opposition to the technologically intensive environment that the
designers and visionaries of the NII had in mind.
Several examples can demonstrate the inadequacy of the existing climate of laws and
“fair use guidelines.” The use of electronic reserve is an integral component of many
distance education courses. Students who reside off-campus may need to access a
collection of course readings remotely. A student on campus can of course visit the
library reserve desk and make his or her own copies if the student so desires. Students
taking a web-based course may find a link from the course web page to the institution’s
library electronic reserve or the readings may be accessed on the course web site.
However, the existing guidelines suggest that “[t]he total amount of material included in
electronic reserve systems for a specific course as a matter of fair use should be a small
proportion of the total assigned reading for a particular course.”xxiv This might service
well a campus of students with convenient access to on-site reserve rooms but the reality
of education in the NII environment is that some students may never make a single
physical visit to the campus or library of the institution providing the instruction.
Likewise, the recent Fair Use Guidelines For Distance Learning allow for either live or
recordation for later transmission. However, it is not at all clear that the loading
(reproduction), of a variety of copyrighted material on a course web site would be
considered a fair use in distance learning settings.xxv The guidelines “do not cover
asynchronous [less that actual real time, it may be faster or slower than a moment-to
moment transmission] delivery of distance learning over a computer network, even one
that is secure and capable of limiting access to students enrolled in the course through
PIN or other identification system.” Unfortunately, pass-worded access to course web

material or electronic reserve readings is emerging as the mechanism of choice in many
institutions, yet this provision is not contemplated by the guidelines. Moreover, the
guidelines indicate that “[a]lthough the participants believe fair use of copyrighted work
applies in some aspects of such instruction, they did not develop fair use guidelines to
cover these situations because the area is so unsettled. . . Thus, consideration of whether
fair use guidelines are needed for asynchronous computer network delivery of distance
learning courses perhaps should be revisited in three to five years.” Technology and
education have forded ahead and the time is overdue for revision of these guidelines.
Finally, the guidelines state that “[r]eception must be in a classroom or other similar
place devoted for instruction or any other site where the reception can be controlled by
the eligible institution.” However, this does not allow for reception by web-based
instruction or by remote students who may be accessing the virtual “classroom” from
their own home through a personal computer. Yet, tele educating like telecommuting is
something contemplated by the designers of the NII. The portion limitations also penalize
those in distance setting. If a National Geographic video may be “performed” from
semester to semester under 17 U.S.C. §110, why is a “[p]erformance of an entire
copyrighted work or a large portion thereof [able to] be transmitted only once for a
distance learning course”?
While the White Paper implies that browsing in web environments is a display for
purposes of the Section 106 right (and would include for example, a student’s use of
material viewed on the course web site), case law suggests a contrary result. Humans
cannot perceive a digital image in its elemental form of sequential zeroes and ones. The
representation of those zeroes and ones in a visual or sensory image is required.
Therefore, browsing computers screens, or web pages for that matter, is the functional
equivalent of reading.xxvi Libraries do not pay twice (once for the initial acquisition, then
a second fee for its actual use) when patrons read or otherwise access material in its
collections. It should be no different in digital environments. Educational institutions
should be allowed to present (display) materials in their collections for student use in
distance or web environments.
So too would 17 U.S.C. §110(2) allow a teacher to show a video type to present (live)
students if the requirements of section were otherwise met but the teacher could not show
the video as freely in a distance environment, nor certainly, load the entire content onto
the course web site for viewing by remote students. Why should the law treat students in
one physical location (the traditional classroom or live site) different than students who
by happenstance are in a virtual location (the virtual classroom or remote site).xxvii
The recent guidelines for fair use of education multimedia, when and if applied to web
based instruction offer the same limitations.xxviii These guidelines attempt to provide
concrete limits on the amount of copyrighted material that may be incorporated into
education multimedia under the fair use doctrine. (See, Multimedia Guidelines, Section 4:
Limitations—Time. Portion, Copying and Distribution.) However, this direction is of
little help when applied to distance settings. Conceivably every web course site designed
by an instructor that incorporates some copyrighted text, image, sound, and motion media
might be a educational multimedia work under the guidelines. Students’ posting to the

course web site (often a requirement for homework projects in web-based instruction)
might similarly be so treated. If the portion limitations of the multimedia guidelines are
simply applied to distance education settings, the guidelines would operate to severely
restrict the packaging of materials into a single unified web display or performance that is
at the heart of most web-based course content.
There should be some allowance for distance or web-based educational use of
copyrighted material in these episodes. Likewise should there be assurances that in
return for these allowances, educational institutions make some effort, at least as much
effort as a library or educational institution would have in an print or analog world, to
ensure that only an educational use was made of the material, that the opportunity for
reproduction or other right of the copyright owner is protected by subsequent users
(students) and that proper recognition (including compensation) is due to publishers and
owners of the material when students obtain a copy of a work, the equivalent in essence
of a purchase of the work. Educational institutions do not deserve a blanket exception to
use copyrighted material, but by the same token, those institutions should not be
penalized, and perhaps should be encouraged, when adapting existing concepts of
learning to new environments. Truly then can we become in the words of the
Information Infrastructure Task Force, a nation of “ life-long learners.”
In summary, the rights of reproduction, performance, display and potentially the right to
make a derivative work are implicated in distance education settings. With a traditional
broadcast scenario, the reproduction right comes into play when the remote or receiving
site makes a copy of the class session that may include previously acquired copyrighted
material, such as an overhead transparency or slide or video. The distance education
guidelines discussed above provide for the ability of the remote-receiving site to make
and retain a copy of the broadcast or transmission for a limited time.
More significant is the performance or display right that is implicated when the
broadcast is made to the remote class site. The existing guidelines and statute do not
make clear that all types of copyrighted material that educators might otherwise need to
use in a “live” class for instructional support and enhancement can likewise be used in a
distance setting. In addition, the guidelines are also problematic for educators who desire
to use a variety of formats in the presentation of web-based instruction (though it is
arguable that the guidelines place no such limit on use of various formats, i.e., video,
sound, print, etc.). Likewise problematic is that fact that not all types of “broadcast”
mediums covered (“[t]hese guidelines do not cover asynchronous delivery”). The law
should be amended to allow for these uses or guidelines developed to accommodate these
scenarios.
In the context of the web-based instruction the reproduction right is implicated. The
entire course content, including previously copyrighted material, as opposed to the
material created by the instructor. A variety of formats are “packaged” into a single
virtual or digital location, the web site. This creates a “course in a box” approach if you
will to education. In addition, the class web site is often created in conjunction with an
electronic reserve component maintained by the institution’s library (to facilitate this a

link is placed on the class web site that directs students to the institution’s library web site
where the electronic reserve is accessed). First, there should be no difference under the
law between an electronic reserve created and maintained by an institution’s library and
one created by convenience by faculty in web-based instruction (assuming legitimate
copies are used). Second, there should be no difference between print and digital formats
in reserve construction. The electronic reserve guidelines should allow for the placement
of an entire course’s reading onto an electronic reserve in an e-reserve setting in the
library or on a class web site. The recognition of digital copying in libraries and archives
is supported by recent changes to 17 U.S.C. §108.
The copyright law should accommodate the reality of digital technology use in education.
While there is opportunity for students to duplicate entire course readings from an
electronic reserve or entire course content from a class web site, the library or parent
educational institution should not be viewed in the position of a contributory infringer
simply because it provides copyrighted materials to remote students through a “virtual
library” on a web site using technology that also allows students to copy that material.xxix
In traditional library and education settings Sections 107 and 108 and the guidelines
promulgated thereunder allow for institutional and classroom (student) copies to be made
with out fear of either direct or contributory infringement, if certain conditions are met.
At the least these requirements and portion limitations should apply to digital copies
made in conjunction with the provision of distance instruction. Moreover, the law allows
for additional copies to be made by a library if those copies facilitate the delivery of that
material to the patron. Consider the filling of an interlibrary loan request. Additional
copies may be required to deliver the work to the patron (interlibrary loan by facsimile
(fax) or electronic request and delivery).xxx A digital copy of a print article in the
library’s collection is made (first copy), next the article is loaded onto the library’s
computer system for delivery via e-mail to the patron (second copy), and sent to the
patron who may print out the article (third copy). This assumes of course that precautions
are taken consistent with existing law.
The ability of subsequent users (students) to reproduce or display or distribute
copyrighted material does not serve as a bar to an entity's initial presentation of the
material in a traditional classroom and it should not be a concern in a distance or web
environment. Where concern does exist, other mechanisms discussed below may be
employed to insure that students do not reproduce, distribute or display the work beyond
the limits of fair use. For example, the limited audience requirement for the performance
right under Section 110 and the distance guidelines (registered members in the course
through the use of password access or other secure network) or the patron notice and
education provision under revised Section 108 (use of copyright warning notice) might be
adapted for use in distance education settings.
Finally, the placement of related copyrighted material together in a course web page
might also be viewed as the creation of a derivative work, especially if digitalization
(resulting in a change in format or medium) has occurred in order to place the material on
a class web site.xxxi Recent change to 17 U.S.C. §108 gave libraries and archives the
ability to digitize materials in their collections and this could be interpreted to include

reproduction of copyrighted material in support of a distance course. Educational
institutions in distance environments should have a similar right to that of a library or
archive.
Creating an electronic reserve or posting material to a course web page might be
interpreted as the creation of a course anthology. However, most electronic reserves still
require the student to retrieve articles or other material individually and so remove it from
the classic pre-made or compiled copy-shop scenario.xxxii (So too, the fact that access and
reproduction could be made simultaneously by every student is the class is a bit of red
herring. What does it matter that a student can do it at the same time as another student
or wait there turn in line (to compile their own personal anthology). Furthermore, recent
precedent suggests that a “copy” of a print compilation is not made by merely allowing a
user to recreate the printed order of the compilation from a digital version of that
compilation when that digital version does not itself reproduce or recreate the print
compilation in the same exact (ad seriatim) order.xxxiii This suggests that construction of
most electronic reserve and web-based reading lists and the subsequent printing and
compilation by students are not the equivalent of a course packet or anthology. Therefore,
if the articles or other materials reproduced would otherwise qualify as a fair use, the
creation of an electronic reserve or web-based reading list with those articles should also
be a fair use.

IV. Proposals
As discussed above, there are numerous unsettled questions in the application of
copyright law to distance education. Therefore, the following restrictions are suggested
for incorporation into either new or existing guidelines or proposed statutory amendment
that would minimize the disparate treatment of distance or remote students with respect
to their access and use of copyrighted material in instructional settings. The following
suggestions are made to ensure the rights of copyright owners in education settings.
First, there should a limitation on the audience permitted to benefit from the
reproduction, performance or display of the copyrighted work. This should be limited to
enrolled members of the class. In web-based settings (electronic reserve and instruction)
this would entail the use of a password mechanism to guarantee that only legitimate users
have access to the copyrighted material.
Institutions should also be required to post similarly designed warning notices and engage
in copyright education compliance programs. This is consistent with the spirit of
copyright warning notice provisions of Sections 108 and 109, and the new copyright
information dissemination requirement of the higher education institutional liability
limitation provision of new 17 U.S.C. §512(e)(1)(C). In addition to warning notices on
web-based instructional materials this might include the requirement of student
acknowledgment of risk and responsibility for their subsequent misuse of copyrighted
material. A warning and acknowledgement could also be part of license mechanisms that
attempt to assess a fee, based upon a per use or classroom “seat license.”xxxiv

Assuming that the actual licensing of a variety of materials in a variety of formats could
be easily accommodated vis-à-vis some sort of blanket or compulsory license scheme, a
problem with a per student or seat fee remains. Such “compulsory-like” licensing fails to
delineate a fair-use from an every-use (license) from an outright purchase of the material.
Students should not have to pay for the mere use of an item in the same way that patrons
or students are not charged for the right to use or view an item in the library.
Furthermore, fair use would allow some reproduction, display, performance, etc., of
copyrighted works. The concept of fair use must be preserved to address the reality that
some use of copyrighted material would always be allowed, either by adjustments in
price or the preliminary establishment of portion limitation guidelines to distance
environments.
Any such uses under these mechanisms would of course be limited to non-commercial
settings. As suggested earlier, not only might a web-based course be considered a
multimedia work, it might also be viewed as a derivative work or compilation, similar to
a digital equivalent of a subject anthology or reader, and could itself be a very viable
commercial commodity. Perhaps publishers may see the actual advantage in letting,
subject to the types of safeguards suggested herein, and so encourage educators to
compile and create new works (multi-material distance or web course content) that those
publishers might then market to other institutions outright. Obviously once use beyond
the initial class/course compilation is contemplated, commercial exploitation is
implicated and publishers would have a right to benefit from that further use.
Initially one safeguard would be to encourage the use of copyright management
information (CMI) technology by institutions in, for example, web environments. Using
CMI technology would, for example, allow students to view video tapes that had been
made part of the web course vis-à-vis the Section 110 performance and display. (This
assumes that law is changed to allow for that use and that a reproduction of that tape had
also been accounted for under Section 108 or other reproduction provision). CMI
technology would not, however, allow students to make a copy of that video or other
material for that matter that had been loaded onto the site, unless the student had paid a
seat fee that allowed for the purchase (reproduction) of the material.
Commentators cannot agree whether or not balance exists, and therefore, whether
legislation or other changes contemplated here today would restore that balance or skew
it. Consider the recent debate in the last Congress concerning H.R. 3048, the Digital Era
Copyright Enhancement Act.xxxv This is not the time to rekindle old legislation or
critique that bill but it should be observed that while H.R. 3048 would have eliminated
any difference between live and distance settings for purposes of performance or display
under Section 110 and it may also have applied those principles to web-based instruction
though not to the initial reproduction needed for that display or performance, it did not
give proper recognition of the role of educational institution in preventing improper use
of the copyrighted work beyond the initial classroom use. H.R. 3048 did not require
expansion of the warning notice or copyright education program requirement.

H.R. 3048 would also have made clear that a contract or non-negotiable license is not a
replacement for the delicate and balanced application of copyright law in digital
environments.
The precedent established in ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenbergxxxvi and the potential of the
Uniform Commercial Code article 2b revisions as well as other developments suggest
that all uses of copyrighted material in information products and services might one day
be governed by contract law.xxxvii If this occurs, the concept of fair will cease to exist in
the digital environment and the balance would surely have sung too far away from the
public interest
The question is ultimately one of balance. The copyright law is asked to arbitrate in
society the need to reward and encourage new knowledge creation and dissemination and
the reality that the knowledge so created is hollow if it can not be accessed and used by
the public at large. Our library and educational system is for better or for worse a
dominant and for many the only mode of that information transfer. Therefore it has been
given special treatment under the copyright law. This treatment should be preserved and
extended fully into the NII environment. Obviously publishers and owners might not
want any use of material to go uncompensated, likewise educational entities in their
perfect world might want a blanket exception for all uses deemed related to “education”
but neither owners nor users live in that world. It is difficult task of Congress to assess in
part where the strike should be made somewhere in the middle of these two opposites.
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Appendix
Answer questions in 4(a-d) 63 FR 71168
(a) Is existing law adequate in addressing current and anticipated forms of distance
education using digital technology?
It is not adequate, nor is it clear that in the absence of additional guidance from Congress,
the U.S. Copyright Office or “consortium group” guidelines how the law should be
applied in distance education environments.
If not, in what ways is it inadequate?
As designed, existing law gave exceptional technology limited rights and common
technology extensive rights, the reality in 1999 is that digital and distance technology is
rapidly becoming the norm, it should have equal or greater rights.
Are there reasons why digital transmissions should be treated differently from education
through broadcasting or closed circuit technologies, or in a traditional classroom?
With proper safeguards it should not be treated differently.

(b) Is it preferable to deal with the copyright issues raised by digital distance education
through specific exemptions like section 110(2) or through flexible balancing approach
like fair use?
The lack of clarity in spite of the extent of use suggest that a guideline approach may be
too slow and thus unresponsive in developing; in fact, the development of so many

(classroom, off-air taping, music, etc.) guidelines in conjunction with the 1976 Act
demonstrates problems of relying purely statutory fair use concepts.
What role should be played by voluntary guidelines such as the Fair Use Guidelines for
Educational Multimedia (sometimes referred to as the Consortium of College and
University Media Centers (CCUMC) guidelines)?
Guidelines can be useful in developing portion limitations that implement general
concepts, however, there is no general concept in the statute for distance education other
than those from the 1976 Act that refer to broadcast and transmission (“old”)
technologies.

(c) If a New or amended exemption or exemptions for distance education were to be
adopted:
Which section 106 rights should or should not be covered?
The right of reproduction, performance and display, potentially the right to make a
derivative work if it is for non-commercial purposes.
What categories of works should or should not be covered?
All categories of works that could potentially be used by a distance educator.
To what extent should there be quantitative limitation on the portions of a work that can
be used?
If applied, such limits should be no less than currently apply under statute or guideline for
other works.
Who should be entitled to the benefits of such an exemption? Accredited or nonprofit
institutions only?
The exemption should benefit only accredited or nonprofit institutions.
How should the class of eligible recipients be defined?
Eligible students should be only those registered for the course for which the distance
material exemptions is sought.
Should such an exemption be limited to nonprofit distance education activities?
Commercial exploitation of the distance activity should not be protected, even if the
original or initial purpose was non-commercial.
Should the use of technological measures to protect against unauthorized access to, and
use or retention of copyrighted materials be required? If so, what types of measures?
Access to and use or retention should be limited to students registered for a specific
course. The use of passwords and other student warnings and acknowledgements should
be employed. Technological measures designed to prohibit reproduction of the work
(download and print) might also be considered.

To what extent should the availability of licenses for the use of copyrighted works be
considered in assessing eligibility?
Licenses should not replace concepts of fair use in copyright. If available, the use of
licenses should be sought, and may even be required, subject to the previous concern, i.e.,
the license must allow for some fair use.
Should there be limitation on student copying or retention of the copyrighted material?
Unless students or the institution has in some measure compensated the copyright holder
for the purchase of a copy, the retention of copyrighted material should be prohibited.
However, any requirement of a user or seat license, must preserve fair use concepts, as
well as provide students with the opportunity to access, use, and perhaps even reproduce
the copyrighted material for a limited term. Students and institutions should not be
required to pay for the mere access and use of copyrighted material if that student or
institution otherwise has a previously obtained a legitimate copy through purchase or
lease, if certain conditions are met (password, warning notice, student
acknowledgements, CMI technology). Otherwise, this results in a situation where a
student or institution is paying twice for a copyrighted work simply because of the form it
must appear in for some students to utilize it.
Should the provision of electronic reserves be included?
A provision for electronic reserves should be included electronic reserves have become
and essential element in information access for both distance (remote) and web based
learners
Should the provision of any information about copyright law be required as a condition
for
eligibility?
Eligible institutions should, as a condition of exemption, be required to take measures to
protect copyright owner’s interests such as the use of password access to copyrighted
material, warning notice and compliance programs, the use of CMI technology, etc.
Are there other factors that should be take into account?
Licensing cannot replace fair use. The original purpose of copyright law is to benefit the
public.
(d) What would be the economic impact of such an exemption, including the impact on
the actual or potential markets of copyright owners of different types of works?
If precautions (qualifying requirements) are instituted copyright owners would be
compensated no less than under present law, and would probably be compensated more
so. Further the suggestions opinioned above may even stimulate partnership between the
initial creators and organizers of course content (the educational institution and its
faculty) and publishers. Finally, it would prevent educational copyright users from
having to pay twice for access to copyrighted material (assuming initial purchase or
license is made), or to pay simply for the right to read (see note xxxi, infra).
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